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ASP CENTRE HOURS
Monday to Thursday 1:00pm - 5:00pm  

Friday 1:00PM - 4:00pm 
Saturday 10:00am - 4:00pm 

 
Students and Members: $5/hr to a maximum of $15/day.  

Concession Card (purchased from the office):  $4/hour to a maximum of 
$12/day. Once you’ve purchased your concession card, we simply stamp 

them, much like a coffee card, to record your studio time.  
Diploma Students: Free 



CENTRE REPORT
Dear members, 

Spring is nearly upon us and the place feels like Spring fever is already here - lots of work and activity going 
on. 

We have started the Friday Night Open Studio, which started slow but has had an increase in attendance. 
Friday Nights start at 4pm and finish at 9pm with a flat rate of $20, which covers having a technician on hand 
for any issues you might have. I see Friday nights as being good for those who want to get effectively 2 days 
in a row at the centre – start something on Friday night and finish on Saturday. 

We have been working hard to strike a balance between activities for members and students; we are hoping 
that the specialist classes and more open studio time are of benefit. 

A special thanks to Graeme Storm as well as the late Carla Morris and her husband for the recent donations of 
materials and equipment.  

Please note: Due to the constant issues with clay bought from off site (melting etc), we have decided that we 
will no longer fire unknown or exotic clay, unless discussed with staff first. Clays that we sell, but that have 
been purchased elsewhere are okay. 

For our website, we are trying to put together a directory to promote the work of our members. If anyone is 
interested, please email the office with your website/social media account address, and an image of 
themselves and/or their work to go with it. 

As term 3 is coming to an end, please check the bisque shed and studio for unclaimed pots from term 2. We 
will be putting them outside the kiln shed from the 10th of September. 

And finally, entries for Fire & Clay 2018 are now open! Get making and Follow this link to register online. 

Roll on SPRING!!!!! 

Toby, Nadine and Nina
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ASP MEMBER NOTICEBOARD

“I’ve been searching for a baking stone for my oven and haven’t found anything quite right. I was 
then looking at tiles from the hardware store but aren’t sure what chemicals are used to finish them. I 
had a thought that maybe a ceramicist would be able to make a solid 310mm x 370mm baking stone 
for me from natural clay? I would be very thankful if you could give me any advice on this and 
maybe if you know someone who could make it for me just pass on my details for them to send me a 
price. Thank you very much!” Steve can be contacted on 0212589695

Steve Kennedy says…

She is looking for bisque pots (small plates, bowls, mugs) for kids to paint designs on at an event at  
Te Toi Uku on October 6th, which celebrates the cultural history of the Crown Lynn Potteries. Any 
potters who might be able to provide these can reach Ronnie on 09 827 7349 or via email 
ronnie@portageceramictrust.org.nz

Ronnie Pace says…

https://form.jotform.co/82246779156872
mailto:ronnie@portageceramictrust.org.nz


CALENDAR
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The studio will be open to members and students currently enrolled in a class on Friday evenings for 
a flat fee of $20. There will be a technician on site to help you with your throwing, glazing and 
general questions. No need to book - just bring your clay and get making!

Every Friday at ASP, 4 - 9pm

Suzy Dunser, Rhea Maheshwari, Nicola Donna Hansby exhibition at State Gallery, 126 Valley 
Rd, Mount Eden. 

August 24th - September 8th

Entries are open for Greater Auckland Art Awards 2018. More info and entry form via Waitakere 
Arts for registration for sculpture and ceramics categories. Exhibition will run September 29th - 
October 7th.

Until September 7th

Spring school holiday kids class enrolments open! Bookings will become available via Events 
Pronto at 8am sharp.

September 10th

Term 4 class enrolments open! Bookings for all term 4 classes at ASP will become available via 
Events Pronto at 8am sharp.

September 17th

Entries for Fire & Clay 2018 are open! Follow this link to register online. The exhibition opens on 
November 13th and will run from November 14th - December 9th.

Until October 12th

Student exhibition at ASP. This is a chance for students at ASP to show their work in a friendly, 
open environment. More details to follow regarding when to drop your pot at the centre; in the 
meantime choose your best pot and reserve the date. Voting will be by popular choice, and the prize 
is free tuition for one term!

September 18th, 6:30pm

Entries are open for CAP Writing Prize 2018. 

Mansfield Ceramics is looking for submissions for the Ceramics Art + Perception Writing Prize. The 
prize is for either critical or creative writing, and offers a prize of $500USD, as well as a feature in 
the magazine for the winning piece. More information via their website.

Until October 31st

Depot Artspace call for proposals for exhibitions and events for the 2019 programme. For more 
information visit www.depotartspace.co.nz  

Until September 28th

https://eventspronto.co.nz/ceramics
https://eventspronto.co.nz/ceramics
https://eventspronto.co.nz/ceramics
https://form.jotform.co/82246779156872
https://www.mansfieldceramics.com/prize
http://www.depotartspace.co.nz
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BIG CLAY DAY OUT LUCKY DIP 
Tui Morse is in charge of the Lucky Dip for this year’s Big Clay Day Out, which will be on December 2nd. 

She asks that you set aside (starting now!) any small pots suitable for the Lucky Dip Barrel. This proved very 
popular with young and old last BCDO. In fact, we ran out of offerings so we look forward to your 
contributions! We will keep you posted on when to drop them off to the centre. 

POTTERY RETREATS WITH CARLA RUKA

https://potteryretreats.com/potteryretreat
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Whenua Hou - New Maori Ceramics is a show of work put 
together by Tauranga Art Gallery and Objectspace and has been 
touring New Zealand for the last two years, ending this journey 
with time at Objectspace. It is a collection of pieces from six 
artists “who share an interest in making artworks based 
on Kaupapa Maori.”  

This was a rare opportunity to hear about this artwork and 
consider the place of this genre (for want of a better word) in 
the context of ceramics and art/contemporary art in New 
Zealand.  I was surprised at the small turnout for this panel 
talk, Chaired by Nigel Borrell (Curator, Auckland Art 
Gallery) and panelled by Stevei Houkamau, Tracy Keith and 
Wi Taepa at Objectspace in July 2018.  

Well, I am sorry for those of you who could not make it – you 
missed an opportunity to hear from the artists themselves 
(always interesting and often inspiring) and the chance to 
engage in the clay-ceramicist-art-pottery discussion with the 
added component of the history and place of Whenua Hou- 
New Maori Ceramics the touring exhibition, Maori ceramic 
practice and the “whakapapa of clay”, (Taepa, 2018).  

Nigel held the party well, keeping the panel from becoming 
tangential; always a risk with great storytellers as 
Wi Taepa clearly is, and ensuring the questions asked help to 
expand some interesting thoughts, ideas and expressions.   

Uku, the Maori word for clay, is derived and is part of the 
word Paptuanuku – which in Māori tradition,  Papatūānuku  is 
the land. She is a mother earth figure who gives birth to all 
things. Hence at its essence the Maori ceramic practice begins 
with the earth (clay) – and creativity – the start of all things; 
Wi Taepa coined this the “whakapapa of clay”.  

Houkamau shared that the medium of clay for her is not an easy 
one and it is a vehicle for what she wants to say, express or 
share. Originally a ta moko artist she is embedded in her iwi’s 
symbols which she uses to focus on what she is doing and 
creating. This is evident in her work in the Whenua Hou – New 
Maori Ceramics show, her ceramics are not simply tattoo 
c a n v a s s e s , t h e y a r e e m b o d i m e n t o f w h a t t h e y 
symbolise. Houmakau is clear, she is very respectful of Maori 
symbolic imagery and only takes from her own iwi; to do 
otherwise would not be appropriate. Her challenge (for herself 
and to the ceramic making community) is that the clay is not 
the  limit  but  potentially  one  part  of  a whole  as  she pursues 

(continued…)

WHENUA HOU: New Maori Ceramics 
Exhibition at Objectspace, July 2018

Dan Couper

Tracy Keith

Hana Rakena
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collaborative practice with other artists whose mediums are spray paint, 3-D scanning and 
printing. Houkamau offers that the next thing (for her/for anyone) is to focus on what one is doing and know 
how to push into new directions by exploration beyond what is known and comfortable.  

Keith talked of his experience of clay educating him, showing him what it is, what it can do, what it can 
express and the happy surprises that arrive with “getting the form right” and how these surprises are gifts to be 
treasured. Keith had some guiding principles that he had developed in relation to his work, principles 
that Houkamau and Taepa supported and agreed with: “Object – purpose plus value plus presence,” “Memory – 
place plus time plus visual” and “Progression – travel plus research plus material.” These principles guide him 
as he navigates the interchangeability of ‘artist’ and ‘clay artist’, ‘clay’ and ‘ceramic.’  

In sage sort of a way, Taepa proposed that there is 
a tension between “thinking vs being and 
doing” (too much of the former and not enough of 
the latter). He defined clay as the process, 
the renewable, regenerable and ceramic as the 
final end point. He purported that it is the 
connection with Papatuanuku as the whakapapa of 
clay that guides, directs and defines. That the 
whakapapa (the knowledge table of things) of 
rocks, sands and elements that make up clay are 
for sharing as much as they are for owning and so 
there is a continuum of share-own-share-own-
share. Researched work means that it wasn’t yours 
to start with, by using it and incorporating it (or 
parts of it, ideas from it) you are passing it on and 
thus by receiving this gift, one in turn passes it on. 

There was some discussion of the history and 
context of New Zealand Ceramics – indigenous 
and contemporary; reflection on personal culture, 
national culture and global culture – the “fitting” 
and “not fitting” - that eternal struggle.  

The whakapapa of clay does not singly sit with 
the te ao Maori. As Wi Taepa stated – it is not a 
singular thing that belongs only to one, it belongs 
to anyone working in the medium, the clay and the 
knowledge of what this is, where is comes from, 
what it is made up of and where it goes next is for 
sharing.  

This was great opportunity to hear perspectives, be 
challenged and ask questions. It was a rich 
sharing. It was part of an ongoing conversation 
about Maori ceramics, contemporary New Zealand 
ceramics, ceramics, pottery and art - are these 
things distinct and separate? It left me wondering 
why we don’t have these conversations more 
often.  

See you at the next one.  

- Catherine Spence

Davina  DukeStevei Houkamau

Jess Paraone

Hera Johns
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For many of our members, Chris Weaver needs no introduction, but for those of you who may not know his 
work, a little background… Chris Weaver lives near Hokitika on the West Coast, where he has been making 
beautifully designed functional vessels for over 40 years. These are usually altered in some way from the 
original form, often salt glazed, and some have wooden handles shaped and bent to perfectly match the pot. He 
uses wire cutting, rib lines and occasionally stamping to create surface details that are enhanced by his firing 
methods.  

Chris held a workshop at the ASP last year where he demonstrated how he makes his latest work, a range of 
angular faceted vessels. As always with out-of-town artists, the pieces he made were bisque fired at the ASP, 
but not glazed. This exhibition at Masterworks offers the opportunity to see some of this work in its completed 
state.  

The show is quiet, and invites close contemplation of the objects. The range of work in the show includes 
teapots, jugs and cups, all featuring the attention to detail that has always characterised Chris’s work. The 
surface treatment of the pots picks up edges of facets and wire-cut ridges, and shows the natural variation that 
can occur on the same slips and glazes in different firings or different placement in the kiln. Small cups, called 
“whiskey rockers”, do stand up – but are a little unstable, designed foremost to be cradled in the hand. And as 
usual the teapot and jug handles warrant special mention – this time for the way Chris has achieved a matching 
faceted form that integrates with the rest of the pot.   

Truly a master of his craft – it was great to have the opportunity to see his work again here in Auckland.  

- Suzy Dunser

CHRIS WEAVER: FACETED TABLEWARE
Masterworks Gallery, 29 July – 18 August 
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SURFACE EXPLORATION
Ceramics NZ Convention 2018

Potters of the Wellington region organised and hosted the Ceramics Association of New 
Zealand’s, National Convention  – Expressive Ceramics, the theme; Surface Exploration.  

The convention, held mid August, is the first under the associations new name, formerly NZ Potters. It was two 
years in the making. There are four affiliated clubs in Wellington, they chose historic Trentham (Gardens) 
Racecourse, Upper Hutt, as the venue.  The buildings there were a sight to see, built in 1922, 
massive cantilevers over the public and members stands. 

Master classes were also offered before and after the weekend 
event.  
 
I focused in on Kate and Will Jacobson, widely recognised as 
the originators of ‘Naked Raku’.  Will and Kate live on Kona 
(the big island), Hawaii.  They are inspired by the sweeping 
ocean, the natural quiet views which are countered by the 
dramatic imagery of surf, lava and brilliant skies.  

It was when they were living in Arizona, as studio potters, 
that they experimented with Raku.  Quite by happy accident, 
‘Naked Raku’ revealed itself during their trials and seeming 
errors. Now years later, they carry out the process in complete 
harmony.  The vessel is expertly thrown by Will, then the 
layers of glaze and carving applied and executed. 

(continued…)
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I focused in on Kate and Will Jacobson, widely recognised as the 
originators of ‘Naked Raku’.  Will and Kate live on Kona (the big 
island), Hawaii.  They are inspired by the sweeping ocean, the 
natural quiet views which are countered by the dramatic imagery 
of surf, lava and brilliant skies.  

It was when they were living in Arizona, as studio potters, that 
they experimented with Raku.  Quite by happy accident, ‘Naked 
Raku’ revealed itself during their trials and seeming errors.  Now 
years later, they carry out the process in complete harmony.  The 
vessel is expertly thrown by Will, then the layers of glaze and 
carving applied and executed.   The firing is effortless and 
controlled, and the results quite beautiful; especially the pearl 
surface that is created with the use of Mica in the layers of Tera 
Sigillata.  https://www.jacobsonartstudio.com/about  

Mollie Bosworth (from Australia) is a maker of fine porcelain 
vessels.  Mollie demonstrated how the fragile, translucent pieces 
are decorated with her own images, edited through photoshop and 
printed as waterslide decals with a laser printer. https://
molliebosworth.com/  

Greg Daly, (also from Australia) instructed on his methods, 
including; how to create “28 glaze tests in 30 minutes”.  Greg has 
enjoyed 50 years of potting and has a love of throwing and 
glazing. He is inspired to explore all avenues of glaze, application, 
materials and firings and is daring in his approach – as seen on his 
videos opening kilns while they are flooding coloured flame, just 
to get the exact moment when chemical reactions occur. http://
www.gregdaly.com.au/  

Jane McCulla (originally from Ireland) immigrated to NZ in 
2009. Jane demonstrated her slab building methods, stretched 
textured surfaces inspired by ancient petroglyphs and geology, 
speaking of fundamental earthiness.  
http://www.janemccullaceramics.com/ 

Stevei Houkamau (New Zealand) started her journey with Uku 
creating a small pinch pot at a Wananga with guest tutors Wi 
Taepa, Manos Nathan and Baye Riddell, in 2011. From that 
moment her commitment and creation has grown, and she is now 
a member of the Maori Clayworkers Collective.  Stevei carves 
patterns derived from Ta Moko and Tatau into her clay 
vessels. http://www.kuragallery.co.nz/category/artists/stevei-
houkamau 

The convention coincides with the national exhibition, on now at 
Expressions gallery in Upper Hutt. ASP’s Margaret Sumich gained 
a Merit award for her piece ‘Handle with Care”, the Supreme 
winner is Mandy Gargiulo from Nelson with her ‘Wave Bowl’.  
The exhibition runs till 23rd September 2018.  

- Margaret Bray 

https://www.jacobsonartstudio.com/about
https://molliebosworth.com/
https://molliebosworth.com/
http://www.gregdaly.com.au/
http://www.gregdaly.com.au/
http://www.janemccullaceramics.com/
http://www.kuragallery.co.nz/category/artists/stevei-houkamau
http://www.kuragallery.co.nz/category/artists/stevei-houkamau
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There were only three ASP members among a well-
attended talk by Wi Taepa about his current 
exhibition of hand-built ceramics. He is a charming 
and straightforward sort of character, an ex-Vietnam 
vet and prison officer, a big guy who freely admitted 
his need to catch up with, and absorb, his whakapapa 
and kaupapa at a fast rate over the last 30 years as he 
has explored his culture in clay.   

I first met him when he was starting off in the 80s 
and back then his work was robust, exuberant and 
unrefined, but over the years he has refined his hand-
building techniques to the point where he is still 
handles clay with exuberance but now combined 
with confidence and great design skills.   

There is a lot to take in technically and culturally. 
The biggest impact for me is his ability to make 
works that combine generosity, asymmetry and tonal 
subtlety. The pieces on show are very, very 
substantial and important and all ASP members 
should visit before the show closes at the end of 
September. Whakamihi Wi, brilliant!  

The official catalogue for the show is now available 
at the ASP library.  

- Peter Lange

WI TAEPA
Talks about his exhibition at the Auckland Art Gallery 
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Diploma students were welcomed onto the Otago campus in style with a gorgeous morning tea - bowls of fruit 
and fantastic home baked scones. This note of welcome continued through the week where we were made to 
feel at home and that the addition of so many others was really no imposition at all.  

First up was slip and dip with points on how to make a paper clay and transform organic objects into sculpture. 
A once fire process it was difficult to get strength in the work but the potential with a bit more experimentation 
was obvious. By repeatedly dipping and drying objects a delicate clone is created. The work of local Dunedin 
Clay Artist Blue Black is a great example of what is possible.  

We also got the chance to work with sheets of paper clay for slab building, the advantage being a strong 
flexible medium that can be used as comparatively thin slabs to make very light work.  

Throughout the week we were in and out of the glazing room preparing our bisque work for the salt, wood, gas 
and raku firings that took place.  

On Monday afternoon Michael Tannock showed the group how to make a large platter using a sling, how to 
wedge clay easily, he showed us some of the beautiful tools he has made by hand and passed on many 
wonderful tips for hand building.  

The Semiconductor screening at Dunedin Public Art Gallery that night made a big impact on many with 
its echoes of scientific data translated into visual imagery.  

The highlight of Tuesday was the Screen workshop with Steev Peyroux. The chance to produce printable 
screens for work was just irresistible. The process was complicated but explained well and easily followed.  

The wood kiln was loaded on Tuesday so there was a frantic flurry of glazing in the morning. The wood kiln 
was preheated in the evening, prior to dinner at Emmerson’s brewery.  

Wednesday was an early start for some - the wood kiln was lit at 6am and stoked all day till it reached 
1350 degrees C at around 1am. Survivors of the late shift shuffled in like the walking dead the next day 
smelling like a brush fire.  

On Thursday the salt kiln was fired. Also we were taught how to make our own brushes by Neil Grant - super 
easy when you know how and only one set of fingers glued together.  

There was an interesting talk from Louise Menzies on Clay Gulgong (April 2018), an 
annual international ceramics festival in Mudgee, Australia, and in the afternoon we printed our silk screens - 
using stain mixed with pure linseed (you can use honey for an easy clean up). I found the best printing results 
using engobe.  

Friday - kilns cracked open and an exhibition - the range of work and skill on display was amazing, it was a 
fantastic week of speed learning and creativity. I am so pleased I am starting on this journey.  

- Helen Dorresteyn

WHAT THE DIPS GOT UP TO IN DUNEDIN
The annual student intensive study week at Dunedin School of Art, July 2018

http://www.quadrantgallery.co.nz/artists/blue-black/
https://www.milfordgalleries.co.nz/dunedin/exhibitions/274-Michael-Tannock-Here-Now
https://www.op.ac.nz/about-us/news-and-events/item/3015
https://www.dunedinnz.com/business/enterprise-dunedin/news-stories/anything-could-happen/steev-peyroux
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Going, going… gone!  

This was not an auction, but it had the same kind of 
“this is your chance to see (and purchase) a beautiful 
Parker piece – now or never!” feeling to it. The 
Master Series at the Collis Studio is a three 
hour exhibition of work so if you don’t go when it is 
on, there isn’t another opportunity to see the same 
work, partly because so much of it (literally) walked 
out the door as attendees purchased pieces they fell 
in love with.  

The show consisted of new pieces from Parker’s 
studio, some newly out of the kiln right before the 
show, as well as pieces that continue his pursuit of 
the “bicarbonate soda in treacle grey and shite 
glazes” on his precise forms.  

The new pieces were stark contrast to the softer 
bubbled grey and whites. Parker is experimenting 
with nickel glazes and the colours are startling; 
beautiful combinations of cobalt like blues, with 
lime greens, lime greens with strong reds. 

JOHN PARKER MASTER SERIES
Collis Studio, 29 July 2018

Parker is very generous with his glaze knowledge and openly discusses how he achieved particular effects – 
such as his use of a “break” glaze to support the top glaze from fluxing right off the pot on to the kiln shelf and 
how he goes about experimenting with the work he is doing.  

It seemed like by the time I left half the show had already sold, and I am hopeful that it’s success will mean 
more bold, colourful Parker work is on the way.  Be informed – don’t miss the next Master Series show, you 
will regret it!  

You can also hear Parker talk about his work and how he came to the world of NZ ceramics in an interview he 
did with Kathryn Ryan on Radio NZ, 2 August, 2018 – podcast link below:  

https://www.radionz.co.nz/audio/player?audio_id=2018656313  

Parker is a New Zealand potter who was in the UK when the strongest influence of the St Ives school and the 
Chinese/Japanese ceramic ethic was being explored by the ceramic community here. His focus on simplicity of 
the form is an ethic carried over from his other line of work, stage set design. The interview offers some history 
and insights and is well worth a listen.  

- Catherine Spence

Photo via Julie Collis’ instagram

https://www.instagram.com/julie.collis/
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Last Thursday night was our most recent members evening; a panel discussion of six current Elam students, a 
group who have, besides their other chosen mediums, ventured into a journey with clay.  

The artists were Val Ong, Francesca Sie, Naomi Allan, Arapeta Allan, Alyssa Venning-Thomas and Louis 
Bretana. Mediated by Fiona Jack, tutor at Elam, and Suzy Dunser.  The panel varied in age and cultural 
backgrounds.  More and more fine artists are finding a resonance with clay, these artists approached their 
making from their own different perspectives; experimentation with the properties of clay, using found clay 
from significant sites, highlighting clay’s unique quality of evidencing the handmade, exploring vessel 
forms (including teapots) and finding out about the trials and tribulations of firing the material.  Inspirations 
were also individual, themes of colonialization, gender identity, migration and memory.    

ART STUDENTS TALK MUD
Elam students discuss working with clay

Arapeta is primarily a Cloak Weaver.  There is 
ease for Arapeta to move from flax to 
clay, comparing the specifics of fibres, 
both natural materials.  He sources his clay from 
the land he identifies with, his turunga wai wai.  
Arapeta is marking how Kumete (bowl) changed 
through migration from a clay object to a wooden 
one; ‘La Pita’ clay shards effectively tracked 
migration of people across the pacific around 
3000 years ago. He seeks to fire the pieces he 
makes in wood fuelled pit fires.  

Fiona pointed out that the art student has the same 
obligations as (for example) the medical student, 
so material research cannot be underestimated. 
Her mantra is “to make, keep making, repeat and 
make some more.”  

(continued…)
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Using clay, or perhaps the ‘art’ object, also has a lot to 
do with how the artist ‘orders’ it, how it is presented, 
on wall, table or floor, and the thought that has gone 
into that aspect.  

It was very evident throughout the evening 
that conceptually the object needs to be strong – it was 
of some debate whether ‘The Object’, (Art) should be 
strongest and speak for itself, or that the ‘Concept’, 
thought or idea should be strongest, as articulated by 
the artist.  An example was that one artist had created a 
blob, about the size and shape of her hand.  It was just 
formed, still wet, and held water.  Past this point, the 
blob dried out, cracked (and didn’t hold water 
anymore), but the idea was still there – this was 
described as ‘highly successful conceptually’ as an 
investigation of ‘materiality’.  

Art and Craft have long been debated; there was talk of 
Fine Art being an issue of privilege; the white male, 
the untouchable piece that will live on past himself, but 
these students all emphatically uphold a love of 
ceramics and think that we have moved past 
this.  However, it is evident with tertiary schools one 
after the other dropping courses, and Elam themselves 
losing buildings and reference library, that Craft 
School Education is severely lacking. 

One student described an artist as “just a thinker – one that can blab their way through a paper bag.” This 
contrasted with a producer, who makes using concepts, expertise, skill and considers functionality – (a design 
object). In being critiqued or graded, the students found that the unidentifiable, (the abstract), was not 
questioned – satisfying a desire to capture the ‘Zeitgeist of the moment.’  On the other hand, a teapot, (perhaps 
realism), was questioned, confronted and challenged. There was mention of artists being critical of another, in 
effect underestimating another colleague, “just because” in order to push their own ego.  Identifiable  pots  
were  described as ‘maternal’ going as far as being ‘Mumsy’ -chauvinistic and mocking. This was heady stuff!   

As one (student) artist said quoting the critic; “My perception is mine alone, I will judge your work.” And of 
making; “I will make for my life and my lifestyle.”    

- Margaret Bray
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JAPAN - A POTTER’S TOUR
Calling all potters and pottery lovers. Join Peter & Julie Collis on this trip of a lifetime through Japan. 
Discover a rich and varied history of pottery and ceramics, art, culture, temples, gardens and food over two 
weeks in May 2019. Starting in Tokyo and visiting the ceramic centres of Bizen, Kyoto, Kanazawa and 
Shigaraki and touching the Seto Inland Sea, this will be a journey to remember.
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If you have ever tried the chocolate that Joelle March brings in to share and wondered how to make it, wonder 
no more! 

Ingredients:  

3/4 c. coconut oil  

1/2 c. coconut butter  

1/2 c. unsweetened cocoa powder, plus additional for dusting the tops  

1/2 c. maple syrup  

Pinch of fine sea salt  

1/3 c. freeze dried raspberries  

1/4 c. roasted unsalted almonds, coarsely chopped  

2 T. cacao nibs  

Directions:  

Line a 9 x 5 loaf pan with parchment paper in both directions; set aside.  
 
Combine coconut oil and coconut butter in a medium bowl set over a pan of hot water — stir till melted and 
emulsified.  
 
Whisk in the cocoa powder till smooth. Whisk in the maple syrup and salt.  
 
Fold in the raspberries, almonds, and cacao nibs and pour mixture into your prepared loaf pan. Chill for at least 
an hour.  

JOELLE’S VEGAN NO-BAKE FUDGE BARS


